Science Fiction Book Report
worth 200 points
DUe Tuesday June 16, 2015

1) Justify why your book belongs in the genre of Science Fiction. Which
qualities or characteristics of 
Science Fiction
does your book have?
Refer to back of this paper for A list of characteristics (30 points)

2) Describe the 
protagonist
(10 points)
and 
explain
whether the protagonist is 
static 
or 
dynamic 
(5 points)

3) Identify and briefly explain what the main problem (
conflict
) in the
story is
30 points )
is it an 
internal
or 
external conflict
? (5 points)

4) Describe the 
climax 
in the book (30 points)

5) What is your book’s 
resolution
? If your book does not have a
resolution, explain (10 points)

6) Identify the 
point of view
from which the book is being told and
support your opinion using text evidence (20 points)

7) Using your handout 
Glossary of Literary Terms, 
identify 3 other
terms (not mentioned in numbers 1-6 above) which are present in your
book and briefly describe how the 3 terms relate to your book
(15 points EAch- 45 in all)

Grammar/writing style: 10 points
Length of book:
250 pages or more: 15 points
200 pages or more: 10 points
150 pages or more: 5 points

What is Science Fiction?
Science fiction is a genre of fiction with very imaginative
but plausible (could really happen) aspects such as:
● Settings in the future
● Futuristic science and technology like robots,
cyborgs, mutants, etc
● Space travel, aliens, etc
● Time travel
● Parallel universes
● Characters with paranormal abilities such as mind
control, telepathy, telekinesis, and teleportation.
● Apocalyptic or Dystopic Setting: end of human
civilization due to: nuclear warfare, pandemic
disease, extraterrestrial attack, impact event,
computer or cyber revolt, runaway climate change,
resource depletion, ecological collapse, or some
other general disaster.

